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Relaxing and finding inner balance is extremely important to those of us who 
live in a fast-paced, modern world. Zen has become more and more popular in 
different cultures and we can see the shadows of it in many of the products we 
interact with and use in daily life. It is being used in branding intentionally and 
unintentionally in some form but very few of these efforts are effective.
Through research and informational analysis, this thesis provides a simple way 
to understand Zen principles from psychological and aesthetic perspectives,  
and also identifies the similarities and differences between Modernism and Zen.  
A case study was also conducted on an experimental brand to explore  
the possibility of applying Zen principles to Brand Identity in Contemporary 
Graphic Design. A brand manual was created using the knowledge and findings 
gathered through research. The project integrates research, informational poster 
design, and brand identity design.
Keywords
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Design, Informational Posters, Posters, Minimalism, Brand Manual
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People living in this modern world are becoming increasingly busy. Today’s  
fast-paced, information-driven world often demands that people become 
experts at multi-tasking to save time. People talk on the phone while walking, 
eat fast food while driving, and check social media apps on their phones while 
hanging out with friends in person. This happens all the time. We never seem 
to stop, but still feel bored sometimes and struggle to figure out what is  
missing in our lives. Eventually we all need a moment to stop everything and 
create a moment of peace to just relax and get in touch with ourselves. 
We need to connect with something simple and direct deep inside in order 
to exist successfully in this complex world. We have started seeing the word 
“Zen“in books and magazines, hearing it when we practice yoga, seeing it in 
movies, and noting references to it in modern products. “Zen“ has become a 
popular term in mainstream culture.
What is Zen and why has it become so popular in our culture? Theoretically Zen 
is a philosophy emphasizing the attainment of enlightenment and the personal 
expression of direct insight in the Buddhist teachings. Different from a religion, 
it de-emphasizes mere knowledge of sutras and doctrine and favors direct 
understanding through zazen and interaction with an accomplished teacher.  
In daily life, Zen helps people cleanse their psyche of such things as worry, fear, 
harmful perceptions and attachment. The intention of a Zen practice is to help 
people live life without pain and sorrow, which is exactly what we need in 
modern life.
Everything surrounding us is interconnected with our minds: a room, a desk,  
a poster, a notebook, a pen, etc. Living with objects that calm our minds is one 
means to experience relaxation. Perhaps this is the reason why we need Zen 
designs and objects in our lives, and why we see more and more Zen-inspired 
products and Zen-related concepts being used in the marketplace.
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Branding is an important component of effective marketing. With the rapid 
growth in the global economic market, many innovative brands are established 
while some less-competitive brands have faded away from the market. To 
survive in the market and be recognized and remembered by  
people, branding plays a significant role in presenting a unique brand vision  
to customers.  
Steve Jobs’ Zen Buddhist beliefs inspired his simple, informal, monkish black 
dress code and the meticulously minimalist and elegant consumer products he 
ingeniously designed. His appreciation of rigorous simplicity influenced by Zen 
practice not only led to a huge success in Apple business,  
but also fueled a design revolution. Many of the new brands especially in Asia 
also started to introduce Zen principles into their products both conceptually 
and visually inspired by Apple’s success. Zen principles have many varieties and 
share a lot of powerful potential in the branding field.  
From current observations, there may still be challenges to successfully 
accomplish the Zen branding approach. Many brands use stereotyped images 
such as a monk, a single stone, thick brush strokes or very thin lines to 
represent Zen. Although the intention is to sell the brand with a strong concept 
related to Zen culture, the brand image is often not strong enough to stand out. 
It is extremely challenging for those who are not familiar with the background 
knowledge to understand Zen, and it is challenging to move consumers to 
remember the brand without providing a unique character. The lack of deep 
understanding of Zen principles has resulted in plain brand concepts and 
generic visual images that do not stand out among numerous brands with  
the same intention. 
Theoretically, Zen principles have a great potential to have a huge  
impact on branding. But can Zen principles be applied to develop the brand 
identity of a product? How can people successfully use Zen principles in a  
brand concept and strategy? How can this visually transfer to the brand 
identity? The goal of this project is to find out the answers to those questions. 
Through research and conceptual experimentation, an effective concept and 
visual identity will be developed for an experimental brand that will convey the 
essence of Zen principles.
1.2 Problem Statement
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Zen has its roots in India but was formalized in China. It is a school of 
Mahayana Buddhism and was formed in China during the 6th century as  
Chan. In 12th century, Chan was introduced to Japan where it came to be 
called Zen by a monk called Myoan Eisai and was enthusiastically received  
and spread to Vietnam and Korea. At the end of 19th century, Zen was 
introduced to the United States by Japanese teachers who went to America 
to serve groups of Japanese immigrants and became acquainted with the 
American culture. After World War II, interest from non-Asian Americans grew 
rapidly. This resulted in the commencement of an indigenous American Zen 
tradition which also influences the larger western Zen world. 
What is Zen? It is hard to clearly define Zen by words. Zen positioned itself 
as being “a special transmission outside of written teachings, “ The Phrase 
below was derived from Bodhidharma’s four famous points that summarize the 
essence of Zen:
 Zen is a special transmission outside the scriptures,  
 With no reliance on words and letters.
 A direct pointing to the human mind,
 And the realization of enlightenment.
Zen is not a theory or a piece of knowledge, nor a religion. There aren’t any 
eternal deities to believe in when practicing Zen. It also doesn’t require one to 
study scared texts or do elaborate religious rituals to achieve enlightenment. 
Instead, it teaches that one is already an enlightened being and enlightenment 
is achieved through the profound realization. It believes that all humans are 
capable of attaining enlightenment as we all have an inherited Buddha nature.  
As long as one break through the boundaries of conventional thinkings through 
practice, the practitioner will achieve a mind state of consciousness that is 
intuitive, spontaneous, fearless, and love. 
1.3 Background Information
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There are three main parts of this project: Theoretical Research, Informational 
Poster Design and a Case Study.
Theoretical Research
Theoretical research will be one of the most important parts of this project.  
The goal is to learn Zen principles from a psychological perspective as well as  
an aesthetic perspective.
Informational Posters Design
In order to obtain an in-depth understanding of Zen principles, as well as 
making the theoretical component more playful and easy to comprehend, a 
series of informational posters are designed aiming to be informative and 
engaging. Sixteen Zen factors are extracted from the research as a main focus 
of the Informational Poster series. To best present the unique factors of Zen 
principles, the equivalent Modernism factors are paired for each Zen factor, 
providing a relevant comparison. A consistent minimalist layout with careful 
typography and symbolism produced through iconography is employed to 
achieve effectiveness in the poster series. 
Case Study
A case study of an existing personal bags brand, “Maye,“ was selected to 
explore the possibility of applying Zen principles to branding. The brand concept 
is developed from Zen psychology principles and the brand identity is evolved 








The Zen of Steve Jobs
Caleb Melby
John Wiley & Sons, 2012
This book is a great example of the success of modern design using Zen 
principles. It is a graphic novel tells the story of Steve Jobs’ friendship with Zen 
Buddhist Kobun Chino Otogawa, digging into the time he spent with Otogawa 
between leaving Apple and founding NeXt. It offers a great perspective to 
understand how Zen principles might have influenced Steve Jobs’ design 
aesthetic and business strategy. 
Living Zen
Michael Paul
New York : Abbeville Press, 2000
Living Zen is an informative book illustrates how Zen Buddhism can influence 
our daily modern life. The author Michael Paul has practiced Zen Buddhism 
for over twenty-five years, he covers many aspects of Zen living in the book 
including meaning of Zen, Zen art forms, Zen lifestyle at home etc.  
How Zen Became Zen: The Dispute over Enlightenment and the 
Formation of Chan Buddhism in Song-Dynasty China 
Morten Schlütter
University of Hawaii Press; Honolulu, HI, USA; 2008
This book is about the early history of Zen when it split between two schools 
of Chan during the Song-Dynasty. It covers many details of Chinese society 
and the early stances of the two schools. It provides an unique perspective for 
understanding Zen history from a western perspective.
2.1 Zen Principles
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Zen and Daoism(Chinese) 
Huaijin Nan
Fudan University; 2003
The book systematically illustrates the relationship between Zen and Daoism in 
their principles, origins and impact. It is a strong theory support for my research.
Eliminate Boundaries in Design (Chinese)
E Zhu
GuangXi Normal University, 2007
The book is based on the talks between the author and five famous Japanese 
modern designers who believed in Zen Principles. Through the talks, the author 
brings out inspirations and design thinkings of those designers behind their 
work, as well as principles about how to establish personal views and attitudes 
as designers. This book offers great examples of Zen-inspired modern Japanese 




Köln ; Los Angeles : Taschen, c2009
Brand Identity Now! offers excellent branding and re-branding projects 
from different agencies and countries. It not only offers great brand identity 
examples for inspiration, but also describes the design thinking and strategies 
behind each project by top branding agencies. 
Before the brand : creating the unique DNA of an  
enduring brand identity
Alycia Perry
New York : McGraw-Hill, c2003
This book provies an easy-to-read overview of branding and is a great step by 
step instructions to branding process. The case studies in the book provides 
valuable insights and inspirations into the process used by leading companies.
Emotional Branding: The New Paradigm for Connecting Brands to 
People (Updated and Revised Edition)
Marc Gobé
New York : Allworth Press, c2009
Emotional Branding provides some innovative ideas by showing how some 
brands have built up their businesses by engaging in a sensory interaction with 
their consumers. It also explores how effective consumer interaction needs to 
be about senses and feelings, emotions and sentiments etc. 
2.2 Brand Identity
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Brand identity essentials : 100 principles for designing logos and 
building brands
Kevin Budelmann, Yang Kim, Curt Wozniak
Beverly, Mass. : Rockport Publishers, c2010
Brand Identity Essentials provides a great foundation on brand identity 
knowledge. It is demonstrates core identity design principles through clear 





Kenya Hara is a master designer who represents a new generation of designers 
in Japan. In this book, he demonstrates the importance of “emptiness” in both 
the visual and philosophical traditions of Japan, and its application to design, 
made visible by means of numerous examples from his own work. It is a very 
inspiring and informative book. Designing Design offers great insights into the 
mind of a master designer. 
WA: The Essence of Japanese Design
Rossella Menegazzo, Stefania Piotti, Kenya Hara
London, Phaidon Press, c2014
This beautiful book is not just about branding, it explores contemporary 
Japanese design from everyday objects and packaging to interior design and 
lighting elements. The objects featured in the book display a strong Japanese 
Zen character and provides me great inspirations on Zen modern design. 
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Zen Buddhism is rooted in fundamental practices of mindfulness, concentrating 
on sitting mediation called Zazen. It fosters a direct thinking method to focus 
on reality, the intent being to perceive without any mental bias. There are 
generally six concepts from a psychological perspective: 
Mushotoku (無所得) represents a state of mind where our spirit does not  
seek to obtain anything. It is an attitude of acting without wanting to achieve  
a result. In our daily lives, people are often thinking about getting profit.  
We do things with consideration of what we can get back in return. We want 
to obtain what we don’t have and get nervous about losing what we already 
have. Being attached to personal profit causes most of our negative emotions. 
Mushotoku teaches people to give up the self and act without wanting to 
achieve a result, and give without wanting something in return. When you are 
mushotoku, you are always free and happy, even if you lose.  
Hishiryo (非思量) is a state of mind beyond thinking and non-thinking. It is 
the absolute egoless consciousness. When we are thinking, our imagination 
and desires are expressing themselves to our minds. When we think too much, 
conflicts and battles usually took place in our minds, preventing us finding true 
peace. Having thoughts appear in our minds and then disappear is completely 
normal. Hishiryo teaches us to let our thoughts come and go freely in our minds 
without chasing them and giving a form to them. In this way, our minds remain 
in a simple, peaceful original condition.  
Zanshin (残心) means being aware of our surroundings. The concept of Zanshin 
is that one should be fully engaged in whatever task is at hand. Everything is 
interconnected and everything will be influenced by our attitude. This means 
all the actions we take and all the ways we move influence what is happening 
inside of us and around us. Zanshin is a state of mind that is completely still 
without being attached to anything, and is totally present during every moment 
in the here and now.
3.2 Theoretical Research





Fudoshin (不動心) is a state of mind that is peaceful and unshakable, filled with 
courage, endurance and determination to surmount any obstacle. In Feudal 
Japan, Fudosin was the essence of the Samurai (Japanese warrior), of their 
demonstration of courage and determination to overcome difficulty, pain and 
even death without any fear. It is also the essence of martial arts like kendo, 
judo, karate and aikido. Practicing Zazen and developing Fudosin mind will help 
us getting rid of anger, doubt, fear and surprise in our daily lives.  
Mushin (無心) literally means “mind without mind.” It is a pure state of 
mind where the mind is not fixed on or occupied by any thought or emotion. 
However, it does not mean Mushin is an empty mind like an empty shell.  
On the contrary, it is a mind that has no ego and no substance and is fully 
present and free. It has been referred to as a “mind like water” – a mental 
attitude that is in total harmony with the cosmos. It resembles a still pond 
of water without any ripples where the surface reflects a clear and perfectly 
undistorted image of the surroundings, like a mirror.
Satori (悟) means enlightenment. As opposed to what many people think, 
this is not a special state or the ultimate goal of Zen practice. People become 
more complicated and attached to objects because we have lost this original 






Psychologically, Zen principles can change our ways of thinking and allow us to 
live a simpler life. It also influences our perceptions aesthetically through seven 
design-related principles:
Kanso (簡素) means simplicity without clutter. It reminds us to appreciate  
things that are plain, simple and in a natural form over things that have 
excessive decoration. 
Fukinsei (不均整) means irregularity and asymmetry. The enso (Zen circle in 
brush painting) is a great example of Fukinsei that is asymmetry and incomplete. 
The Zen aesthetic appreciates natural, raw objects that are asymmetrical yet 
balanced. 
Shibui (澀味) literally means “bitter tasting.” It also refers to a particular 
aesthetic of simple, subtle and unobtrusive beauty. Shibui objects usually  
appear to be simple overall but includes subtle thoughtful details.
Shizen (自然) stands for naturalness. It represents a balance of being natural  
yet distinct from oneself without seeming artificial or accidental. 
Yugen (幽玄) means “deep“ and “mysterious.” It values profundity or 
suggestion rather than direct statements. Yugen shows the real beauty that 
exists through suggestiveness. A few words or a simple shape can suggest what 
has not been said or shown, and hence awaken more inner thoughts  
and imagination.
Datusuzoku (脫俗) signifies a break from daily routine or habit. The result 
of datusuzoku is a pleasant surprise and unexpected amazement. When a 
conventional pattern is broken, creativity emerges. 
The concept of seijaku (靜寂) focuses on the main emptiness of the Zen theme. 
It is in states of active calm, tranquility and solitude, which are the very essence 
of creative energy.









After obtaining the basic understandings of Zen principles from a psychological 
and aesthetic perspective, it is interesting to see that many of the aspects 
of Zen principles (e.g. natural and spontaneous) are completely the opposite 
of contemporary Modernism (e.g. slick and rational) while sharing the same 
simplicity rules. 
To best demonstrate the unique factors of Zen principles, and to provide 
an easier way for people who are not familiar with Zen to quickly see the 
difference, an informational poster series is designed to translates the research 
from words to visual. 
The next page is a chart that is modified from Wabi-sabi for Artists, Designers, 
Poets & Philosophers by Leonard Koren showing the difference between 
Modernism and Zen. 
3.3 Informational Poster
3.3.1 Informational Poster Design Overview
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Modernism Zen Aesthetic 
Primarily expressed in  
the public domain
Primarily expressed in  
the private domain
Implies a logical rational world-view Implies an intuitive world-view
Absolute Relative
Looks for universal prototypical solutions Looks for personal, idiosyncratic solutions
Mass-produced / modular One-of-a-kind / variable
Express faith in progress There is no progress
Future-oriented Present-oriented
Believes in the control of nature Believes in the fundamental  
uncontrollability of nature
Romanticizes technology Romanticizes nature
People adapting to machines People adapting to nature
Geometric organization of form (sharp, 
precise,  
definite shapes and edges)
Organic organization of form 
(soft, vague shapes and edges)
The box as metaphor 
(rectilinear, precise, contained)
The bowl as metaphor 
(free shape, open at top)
Man-made materials Natural materials
Ostensibly slick Ostensibly crude
Needs to be well-maintained Accommodates to degradation  
and attrition
Purity makes its expression richer Corrosion and contamination make  
its expression richer
Solicits the reduction of  
sensory information
Solicits the expansion of  
sensory information
Is intolerant of ambiguity and  
contradiction
Is comfortable with ambiguity and  
contradiction
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Sixteen pair of the Modernism and Zen factors are carefully extracted from the 
research to be the focus for the informational posters as a theory base. 







Geometric form Organic form
The box as metaphor The bowl as metaphor
Slick Crude
Purity Corrosion
Expand logical information Expand sensory information
Future-oriented Present-oriented








Figure 1.  
Philographics  
by Genis Carreras
Figure 2.  





Figure 3.  
Initial sketch
Figure 4.  
Initial color testing
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Layout After a few experimentations, a simple layout that uses solid background, 
minimal narratives and emphasizes iconographies of the Zen/Modernism factors 
has selected. The background colors of each pair of the factors are in different 
tones of a same color (brighter in Modernism, dimmer in Zen), which is also an 
interesting fact of Zen and Modernism.
Rational
Implies a logical rational 
Intuitive






Early Versions Every poster in the series evolved and was refined from a number of early 
explorations in the process. The final solutions were refined in detail and the  
full set is adjusted to be more consistent.






Implies a logical rational worldview
Intuitive
Implies an intuitive worldview
Public Private
3.3.3 Informational Poster Final
Figure 6.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 7.  










Looks for universal prototypical solutions
Personal
Looks for personal idiosyncratic solutions
Figure 8.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 9.  
Informational poster  
final version
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Progress vs. No Process
Technology vs. Nature
Progress
Express faith in progress
No progress





Figure 10.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 11.  




The Box vs. The Bowl
Geometric
Sharp, precise, definite shapes and edges
Organic  
Soft, vague shapes and edges
The box
The box as metaphor. Rectilinear, precise, contained
The bowl
The bowl as metaphor. Free shape, open at top
Figure 12.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 13.  










Purity makes its expression richer
Corrosion
Corrosion makes its expression richer
Figure 14.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 15.  







Expand logical information, reduce sensory information
Sensory





Figure 16.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 17.  
Informational poster  
final version
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Pure and Hue vs.  
Tone and Shade
Mass Produced vs.  
One of A Kind
Pure and hue
Generally light and bright
Tone and shade
Generally dark and dim
Mass produced
Modular
One of a kind
Variable
Figure 18.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 19.  













Figure 20.  
Informational poster  
final version
Figure 21.  
Informational poster  
final version
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Figure 22.  
Informational poster series final version
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In order to further explore the application of Zen principles to contemporary 
brand identity after understanding the theory, a practical case study is created 
for an existing brand called “Maye”. “Maye” was selected as a client and a 
new brand identity was developed using Zen principles  
“Maye” is a bag brand founded in 2010 in THIS’Studio in Shanghai. “Ma” is a 
Chinese character that means hemp, which represents simplicity and elegance. 
“Ye” is a Chinese character meaning leaf, which represents simple and 
intelligent elements. There are three categories of the brand: Business, Travel 
and Casual. The concept is partially derived from Zen principles. In support 
of the intention of getting rid of unnecessary clutter in life, the company’s 
products are designed with emphasis on the simplicity and natural quality of 
details and materials. Their goal is to establish a high-end bag brand in the 
global market that stands out for its eastern simplicity design essence.
The brand doesn’t have an individual store. It has a website of which few 
people are aware. Maye invested a great deal of money into branding, 
marketing and an eCommerce website, but has not yet received the impactful 
result they were expecting. Currently, the overall identity and value are not 
quite distinguished by the audience.
3.4 Case Study
3.4.1 Maye Case Study Brief
Figure 23.  
Maye current visual  
design and products
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To develop a stronger concept and visual identity for the brand, and to 
successfully enhance the brand image and expand the consumer base.
To explore the possibility of integrating Zen principles into contemporary  
graphic design solutions.
One group of the target audience is concentrated on the expected consumers 
of the experimental brand. The primary group is between the ages of 25-40, 
Asians and Westerners, upper middle class and well-educated. 
Another group is graphic designers who are trained and knowledgeable  
in the area of brand identity design. 
The brand concept/tagline will be developed from Zen psychology principles and 
the brand identity will be evolved and adopted from Zen aesthetic principles. 





























3.4.2 Maye Case Study Scope
Figure 25.  
Maye case study scope chart
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M-Travel packing set of 6 M-Travel packing set of 4 M-Travel packing set of 7
￥335 ($54) ￥315 ($51) ￥395 ($64)
M-Business PURE laptop case M-Business PURE ipad case M-Business PURE accessory bag
￥218 ($35) ￥208 ($33) ￥208 ($33)
M-Fashion TYVEK M-Fashion TYVEK M-Fashion TYVEK
￥92 ($15) ￥92 ($15) ￥92 ($15)
3.4.3 Maye Case Study Research
Figure 26.  





Shop Online               Shop Retail              About Maye                   More
Figure 27.  
Maye current visual identity
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In order to fully understand the audience and their expectations for the 
existing“Maye”brand, a survey has been conducted for research. The survey 
included who were familiar with the brand.
The current audiences of the brand are mainly located in China. This survey was 
distributed remotely on Internet from the US. A popular Chinese online survey 
website: http://www.sojump.com has been used to accomplish the survey. 






















Figure 31.  
“Before branding“ survey
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Brain Storming As mentioned in the research, the Maye products are designed with the 
emphasis on the simplicity and natural quality of details and materials.  
The simplicity of the product also represents an attitude of getting rid of 
unnecessary clutter in life, which is resonating with some of the Zen  
psychology principles such as Mushotoku (無所得) and Satori (悟). 
While doing theoretical research, many Zen quotes regarding to lifestyles are 
collected and kept documented in a sketch book for inspiration. In order to 
develop a strong brand tagline that can clearly express the Zen lifestyle thinking 
and precisely represent Maye as a bag brand, a list of single words that are 
related to “bag” an “lifestyle”are also collected for mind mapping. 
3.4.4 Maye Brand Concept Development Process
Figure 32.  





“Have a mind that is open to everything, and attached to nothing“ – Gary Busey
“The quieter you become, the more you can hear“ – Ram Dass
“The mind is everything, what you think you become“ – Buddha
Live without attachment.
Carry without attachment.
Bring attitude to life.
The natural rhythm of life.
Start from modesty.
You are what you carry.
Observe more, carry less
Less outside, more inside.
Tasteful simplicity.
Less external, more internal
“Less external, more internal“ is decided as the tageline for Maye after a few 
modifications. This final tagline was inspired from the quote “Have a mind that 
is open to everything, and attached to nothing“. 
“Less external“ represents the simple and elegant design appearance, “More 
internal“ represents the simplicity was achieved through a complexity of 
thoughts, the strong functionality of the products, as well as the calm and 
persistent attitude it brings in our life. 
It is also greatly inspired by one of the Zen psychology principle: Mushotoku (無
所得), which represents a state of mind that is simple and attaches to nothing, 
but is free and open to everything. This aligns perfectly with the simple yet 
thoughtful Maye spirit and their products. 
48
Inspirations
3.4.5 Maye Brand Visual Identity Development Process





Before developing the visual identity, a few Zen aesthetic principles and  
features were highlighted to set the main direction of Maye visual identity.
Kanso (簡素) – Simplicity without necessary clutters.
Fukinsei (不均整) – Irregularity and asymmetry.
Shibui (澀味) – Simple, sutble, and unobtrusive beauty.
Shizen (自然) – Naturalness.
Seijaku (寂静) – Calm, tranquility, solitude.
One of a kind, Natural, Tone and shade, Organic form





Generally dark and dim
Organic form
Soft, vague shapes and edges
Figure 34.  
Directional keyword selected from Informational Poster Series
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Logo Brainstorming





The logo inspiration came from the traditional Chinese seal, which was used as 
signatures in documents requiring authorship and acknowledgment since the 
3rd century BC in China. It is natural, organic form, one of kind and represents 
a unique Eastern cultural. 
The concept of the logo is to combine the Letter “M“and “Y“in “MAYE” into a 
simplified Chinese seal. 
Figure 36.  
Logo inspiration










Figure 39.  
Logo stroke explorations
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Logo Organic Form 
Explorations
Figure 40.  









Figure 42.  
Logo early versions
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Logo Final Version –
Primary Logo
Logo Final Version –
Secondary Logo 
Variations
Figure 43.  
Primary logo
Figure 44.  
Secondary logo variations
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Color Inspiration The color inspiration came from the traditional Chinese painting colors, which 
were widely used in traditional Ink and Wash Painting since the Ming dynasty.  
Most of the traditional Chinese painting colors have a beautiful poetic name 
referring the natural element or a specific mood that it came from. The color 
tones are usually dim and stay closely to the relevant natural objects.
Figure 45.  
Traditional Chinese painting colors inspiration
Image source: http://chuansong.me/n/703335
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Color Two primary logo colors (Black and Camel Grey) and 3 supporting background 
colors (Horizon Blue, Dark Sallow, and Dai Grey) are chosen from the traditional 
Chinese painting colors for Maye. 
The colors chosen are neutral and subtle, which represents modest, persistent, 
and calm personality of the brand, as well as matches the Shibui (澀味), Shizen 
(自然), and Seijaku (寂静) Zen aesthetic principles.
Black
Pantone  Black U  




Pantone  4525 U 




Pantone  428 UP  




Pantone  7504 UP  




Pantone 5275 UP  




Typeface The main typeface for Maye is a sans serif free font designed by Omnibus Type 
called Asap. It is the same root typeface used in the Maye logo mark. It offers a 
standardized character width on all styles, which means lines of text remain the 
same length. It works perfectly with the square shaped Maye logo mark. 
The secondary font is Bell Gothic designed by Chauncey H. Griffith at 
Mergenthaler Linotype. It was designed to be highly legible at small sizes and 
print well on low-quality paper. It can be used for all corporate correspondence 
































































The thesis exhibition was on May 16, 2013 in the University Gallery. Research 
process as well as the final applications of the experimental branding for Maye 
were displayed. A 20” x 24” poster with a brief introduction of the thesis 
project was designed and one big panel was used to showcase 16 pair of 
the printed informational posters. The prints of the business card, letterhead, 
packaging and other applications of the Maye branding developed from Zen 
principles were also displayed on a table next to the panel. 
Thesis Poster
4.1 Thesis Exhibition




Figure 47.  
Photographs of the  




Figure 48.  
Photographs of the Maye branding applications
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Figure 49.  
Photographs of the Maye branding applications
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The original goal of this project was to provide a simple yet in-depth 
understanding of Zen principles, and then explore the possibilities of applying 
Zen principles to contemporary branding. This project is constructed through 
research into theory, informational design and brand identity development.
A deeper understanding of Zen principles is acquired at the completion of this 
project. A clearer vision of the relationship of Zen principles and branding is 
also gained by breaking down the psychological and aesthetic perspectives. 
After a hands-on exploration of using Zen principles to develop a new 
identity for an experimental brand, it is positive that Zen principles can greatly 
influence successful branding. The psychological principles are extremely 
versatile in support of developing high-level brand concepts that can resonate 
with consumers. The aesthetic principles share the same simplicity rules with 
modernism but also can potentially open up a brand new visual style. 
Although the theoretical research of this project only covers a surface 
understanding of the profound Zen knowledge, and the experimental branding 
case study was limited in scope, the ideation, research, analysis and exploration 
process of this thesis project were still innovative and relevant to the design 
field. The approach and thinking could be adopted and utilized by anyone who 
is interested in developing a new brand identity as well as more generally in 
the broader graphic design field. Zen teaches each of us to free our mind from 
attachments and live a simple happy life in this complicated modern world. 
As designers, setting our minds free and exploring possibilities to enrich our 





5.1 Original Thesis Proposal
5.2 Process Imagery
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Examples of Early 
Informational  
Poster Versions
Figure 50.  
Early versions of  
informational poster
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Figure 51.  
Early versions of  
informational poster
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Figure 52.  
Early versions of  
informational poster
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Figure 53.  
Early versions of  
informational poster
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Figure 54.  
Early versions of  
informational poster
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Figure 55.  
Early versions of  
informational poster
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Figure 56.  






throughout the  
whole project
Figure 57.  
Additional images 
documented in  
the project
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Figure 58.  
Additional images 
documented in  
the project
144
Figure 59.  
Additional images 






Wabi-sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets & Philosophers
Koren, Leonard; 2008
WA: The Essence of Japanese Design
Menegazzo, Rossella; Piotti, Stefania; Hara, Kenya; 2014
Designing Design
Hara, Kenya; Chinese Edition; 2006











Chinese Traditional Colors 
http://ylbook.com/cms/web/chuantongsecai/chuantongsecai.htm
Maye Website
http://www.mayelife.com/
Philographics Posters
http://studiocarreras.com/philographics/
Omnibus
http://www.omnibus-type.com/fonts/asap.php
